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The Relevance of the Household
Production Function and Its Implications
for the Allocation of Time

Robert A. Pollak and Michael L. Wachter
University of Pennsylvania

This paper provides a critique of the household production function
approach a n d its application to the allocation of time. I t is argued that
many applications of the model, especially those making use of implicit
"commodity prices," require that the household's technology exhibit
constant returns and no joint production; otherwise, implicit commodity
prices depend on the household's preferences as well as on its technology
a n d the prices ofmarket goods. Furthermore, joint production is pervasive
in situations involving the allocation of time. I n situations where household production theory does not provide a satisfactory framework for
analysis, the paper suggests alternative approaches.

1. Introduction
Recent work by Becker, Lancaster, and others provides a new foundation
for the theory of household behavior. According to the new view, the
household purchases "goods" on the market and combines them with
time in a "household production function" to produce "commodities."
These commodities, rather than the goods, are the arguments of the
household's utility function; market goods and time are not desired for
their own sake, but only as inputs into the production of "commodities."

'

The authors are professor and associate professor of economics at the University of
Pennsylvania. The research was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation and the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development. We wish to
thank James J. Heckman, Michael Landsberger, John Muellbauer, Marc Nerlove,
Stephen A. Ross, and the anonymous referees for helpful comments.
The production function approach has been applied to a wide range of problems.
Becker (1965) suggests that it be used to study such commodities as "seeing a play,"
which depends on the input of actors, script, theater, and the playgoer's time, and
"sleeping," which depends on the input of a bed, house, and time. He has also used it
(Becker 1960) to study fertility, introducing a commodity, the "quality of children,"
which is produced by inputs of goods and parental time. In Lancaster's model (1966a,
19666, 1971) goods possess "characteristics"; these characteristics, which we can identify
with Becker's commodities, are the arguments of the household's utility function. Each
unit of a good, for example, a "glass of orange juice," produces a vector of characteristics
such as calories and vitamin C.
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The new approach is oriented toward the study of nonmarket commodities
and the associated allocation of household time-topics which have been
neglected in the traditional theory of consumer behavior. Furthermore,
stress is placed on the role of the household's technology as well as its
tastes as a determinant of behavior. Typically, the analysis focuses on the
demand for commodities as functions of "commodity prices," which, in
turn, depend on goods prices and the household's technology.
I n this paper we argue that, except in very special cases, the new theory
does not provide a satisfactory model of the demand for commodities and
the allocation of time as functions of "commoclity prices." We identify
the cases in which the new theory can do so, and propose alternative
approaches for those in which it does not. We first analyze the conditions
under which the household production function theory allows one to
study nonmarket commodities as functions of commodity prices. We
argue that this application of the household production function approach
requires strong assumptions about the structure of the household's
technology, in particular, constant returns to scale and the absence of
joint production. If these assumptions are not satisfied, commodity prices
depend on the household's consumption pattern. Hence, price differences
among households reflect differences in tastes as well as technology.
Since commodity prices are not determined solely by goods prices and
technology, but also reflect the consumption pattern chosen by the
household, it is misleading to treat the demand for commodities as a
function of "commodity prices." Commodities which involve time as an
input are a particular problem, since their production often involves
joint production. Jointness is pervasive because time spent in many production activities is a direct source of utility as well as an input into a
commodity. We suggest that the household production function model,
with its concentration on commodity prices, provides a satisfactory
account of the allocation of time only for households which are indifferent
among alternative uses of their time. When joint production and/or nonconstant returns to scale are present, we propose that commodity prices
be avoided and that the demand for commodities be viewed as a function
of goods prices, the wage rate, and nonlabor income.
An additional problem occurs when the household production function
model is applied to variables which may be interpreted as "utilities"
(numbers representing preference orderings) rather than "commodities"
(the outputs of production processes). I n cases of this type, the production
function approach loses its unique identity and cannot be distinguished
from a variety of hypotheses about the structure of the household's
preferences. Activities which generate "utilities" can be studied, but the
analysis must focus on the household's allocation of goods and time
among these activities rather than their "output." The resulting analytical framework is closer to traditional demand theory than to the
household production function model.
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We proceed as follows: in Section 2 the basic household production
function model is presented and its implications for the demand for goods
and the demand for commodities are examined. Our discussion in
Section 2 assumes that the household's technology exhibits constant
returns to scale and no joint production. The consequences of relaxing
these assumptions are discussed in Section 3. I n Section 4 we consider
the role of time in the household production function. I n Section 5
alternative approaches to studying nonmarket activities and the allocation of time are suggested.

2. Household Production Functions
Suppose that there are n goods, denoted by X = (xl, . . . , x,), and
m commodities, denoted by Z = (zl,. . . , 2,). The goods are inputs
into the production of commodities. We ignore until Section 4 the
presence of household time as an input along with market goods. I n this
section we assume that each commodity is produced by a separate
constant-returns-to-scale production function. This assumption rules
out joint production and enables us to identify the inputs used to produce
each commodity. Let yri denote the quantity of the ith good used as an
input in the production of the rth commodity, and let Yr denote the
Denote the production
corresponding vector: Y, = (yrl, . . . ,y,,).
function for the rth commodity by f r : z r = f '(Y,) = f '(y,,, . . . ,y,,).
Constant returns to scale implies f '(AY,) = 3. f '(Y,). Since every good
need not be used in the production of every commodity, some of the
yri7smay be zero. The goods vector X is related to the input vectors by

In the household production function model, the household's preferences are represented by a utility function U ( Z ) defined over the
commodity space. Goods are not desired for their own sake, but only
because they are inputs for the production of commodities. I n the household production function model the household faces two types of constraints on its consumption opportunities: the budget constraint and the
limitation imposed by its technology. Hence, the demand for goods
and the demand for commodities both depend on goods prices, the
household's income, its tastes, and its technology.
We define the cost function C ( P , Z ) as the cost of the least expensive
collection of goods capable of producing the commodity vector Z when
Although Becker often uses fixed-coefficient production functions as an expositional
device, we shall not, since fixed coefficients are not an integral part of the household
production function model.
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goods prices are P. Formally

C (P, Z ) = min

C pkxk

k= 1

subject to (X, 2 ) E R , where R is the "production set" whose elements
are technically feasible input-output vectors. We hereafter denote the
feasible set of commodity vectors producible from the goods vector
X by S ( X ) .
In the household production function model primary stress is placed
on the demand functions for commodities rather than the demand
functions for goods. Following this literature, we define implicit commodity prices (n,, . . . , n,) = z as the marginal costs of producing
commodities :

Under certain conditions these implicit commodity prices are independent
W hen they are, the budget constraint
of the z's, so nr(P, Z ) = X , ( P ) . ~
in the commodity space can be written as

Maximizing U ( Z ) subject to this budget constraint yields commodity
demand functions zr = gr(z, p), or, in vector form Z = g ( z , p). These
demand functions exhibit all of the properties of traditional demand
theory; they are homogeneous of degree zero in ( z , p) and satisfy the
budget constraint and the Slutsky sign and symmetry conditions. Since
the household production function model places no special restrictions
on the utility function U ( Z ) , it implies no additional restrictions on the
commodity demand functions.
If we are to preserve the formal analogy with traditional demand
theory, it is crucial that the commodity prices be independent of the
commodity bundle which the household chooses. The advantage of
preserving this formal correspondence is that by doing so we have access
to the body of established theoretical results of traditional demand
theory. If implicit commodity prices depend on the commodity bundle
consumed, then the commodity demand relations correspond to those in
a model in which consumers are monopsonists or are offered tie-in sales,
and there are virtually no substantive results for these cases. I n Section 3,
we discuss the case in which commodity prices violate this condition and
depend on the 2 s . We now identify a case in which commodity prices
are independent of the commodity bundle consumed.
Much of this section and the next is devoted to investigating the conditions under
which implicit commodity prices are independent of the Z's.

259
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Theorem: If the household's technology exhibits constant returns to
scale and no joint production, then the budget constraint in the commodity space is of the form
rn

where the X'S depend on goods prices and the household's technology,
but not on the commodity bundle consumed.
Proof: With no joint production, we can write the cost function
C(P, 2 ) as

c
m

C(P, Z ) =

s= 1

CS(P,z,),

where Cr(P, rr) is the cost function associated with the production
function zr = f '(Y,). Constant returns to scale implies

Hence the cost function becomes

and
Zr =

Cr(P, 1).

Q.E.D.

The n's reflect both the goods prices which the household faces and
the household's technology, but they are independent of the household's
tastes. They represent the marginal cost of each commodity to the
household, and, under our assumptions of constant returns to scale and
no joint production, they are independent of the quantity of the commodity in question as well as the quantities of all other commodities
consumed by the household.
Although the household production function literature places primary
stress on the demand for commodities, the implications of the model for
the demand for goods also must be developed. To find the demand
functions for goods, the most direct approach is to determine the utility
function for goods implied by the household's technology and its utility
function for commodities and then to maximize this goods utility function
subject to the appropriate budget constraint. We begin by constructing
the utility function for goods, V(X). The household's technology allows
us to associate a set of feasible commodity vectors, S ( X ) , with every
goods vector X. Commodity vectors in S ( X ) are producible from the
input vector X; those not in S ( X ) are not producible. The utility function,
U ( Z ) , is used to select a best commodity vector Z * from this feasible set.
Hence, one can define the utility function over the goods space, V(X),
by associating with the goods vector X the utilitv of the commodity
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vector Z * ; that is, V(X) = max U ( Z ) subject to Z E S ( X ). 4 Finally,
to find the goods demand functions, maximize V(X) subject to the
budget constraint
k= 1

where p denotes total expenditure or "income." This yields the "goods
demand functions," x i = hi(P, p), or, in vector form, X = h(P, p),
where P is the vector of goods prices. That is, the household's technology
and its utility function over the commodity space imply a utility function
over the good space; maximizing that utility function subject to the
budget constraint yields demand functions for goods. It should be
emphasized that V(X), the translation of the utility function into the
goods space, reflects both tastes and technology. Traditional demand
theory treats V(X) as the household's utility function and is thus guilty
of confounding tastes and technology, rather than maintaining a separation between them. A consequence of this, as the household production
function literature points out, is that changes in demand which are clearly
attributable to changes in technology must formally be described as
changes in tastes.
The household production function model emphasizes several key
points which are overlooked in the traditional theory of the household.
First, it develops a framework for analyzing the allocation of goods (and
time) within the household. Second, it stresses the role of the household's
technology as well as its tastes as a determinant of behavior. This opens
the possibility of attributing variations in household behavior to changes
in technology as well as to changes in goods prices or income operating
through the budget constraint or to changes in tastes. Third, the household
production function model focuses our attention on the outputs of the
household technology, the commodities, while the traditional theory
ignores commodities and considers only market goods.
From the standpoint of the household, the budget constraint and the
technological constraints are coequal limitations of its consumption
possibilities. But from the standpoint of the economist investigating
household behavior, there is a crucial difference between them: the
household's budget constraint is directly observable, while the household's
technology must be inferred from its behavior. T o construct commodity
prices which can be utilized as arguments of these demand functions, the
hfild regularity conditions on the production functions, together with the assumption
of constant returns to scale, imply that the production set R is convex. If the production
set R is convex and the commodity utility function U ( Z ) is quasi-concave, then the
implied goods utility function V ( Z ) is quasi-concave. The proof is straightforward.
Notice that the convexity assumption applies to the production set R and that its convexity implies the convexity of S (X).
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parameters of the technology must be known. A procedure for implementing the household production function model involves two stages. The
first stage includes estimation of the household's technology and construction of commodity prices from goods prices using the estimated
parameters of the technology. These commodity prices serve as arguments
of the commodity demand functions, Z = g(n,p); the estimation of
these commodity demand functions constitutes the second stage.
There are three approaches to investigating the household's technology.
One is direct estimation of the production functions using data on imputs
of goods and outputs of commodities. The second is the calculation of
the total or unit cost functions; these yield estimates of commodity prices
at various configurations of goods prices. The third is to estimate the
"constant output factor demand functions," which show the demand for
goods as a function of goods prices and commodity outputs. Since these
demand functions are the partial derivatives of the cost functions with
respect to goods prices, and since the cost functions are homogeneous of
degree 1 in goods prices, the cost functions can be constructed from them
by Euler's theorem.
Once commodity prices have been calculated, the household production
function approach can use them as independent variables in the analysis
of the demand for commodities. Because the commodity prices depend
on the household's technology as well as on goods prices, they can be
used to express the fundamental insight of the household production
function model, namely, that the household is constrained by technology
as well as by its limited budget, and that changes in technology provide
a possible explanation of changes in household behavior.

3. Complications
In this section we consider the consequences of joint production and
nonconstant returns to scale for the household production function model.
We show that either one implies that commodity prices depend on the
commodity bundle consumed and argue that this impares the analytical
usefulness of commodity prices as a tool for analyzing the demand for
commodities.
Assume that the household's technology can be represented by a
generalized production function r, = T(z2,. . . , r,, x,, . . . , x,). Unless
explicitly stated to the contrary, constant returns to scale and/or the
absence of joint production are not assumed.
Even with joint production and nonconstant returns to scale, there is
no difficulty with the demand functions for goods. T o find them, we
define the implied goods utility function, V(X), by V(X) = max U ( Z )
subject to r, = T(z,, . . . , r,, x,, . . . , x,). Maximizing V(X) subject to
the budget constraint x p k x k = p yields the goods demand functions
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X = h(P, y). If the utility function V(X) is quasi-concave, these demand
functions exhibit all the properties of demand functions of traditional
demand theory, and joint production and nonconstant returns to scale
have no impact on the general properties of the goods demand functions.
But the quasi-concavity of V(X) does not follow from our assumptions
about U ( Z ) unless we place further restrictions on the technology. *
To determine the commodity demand functions, we translate the
budget constraint from the goods space into the commodity space. The
cost function C(P, Z ) is defined as the minimum cost of producing the
commodity bundle Z at goods prices P ; that is, C(P, Z ) = min C pkxk,
subject to r , = T(z,, . . . , z,, x,, . . . , x,). The household maximizes
U ( Z ) subject to the translated budget constraint C(P, Z ) = y. The
first-order conditions imply

and we again interpret the partial derivatives of the cost function as
implicit commodity prices; that is, the marginal cost of each commodity
is its implicit or shadow price. Except in special cases, these implicit prices
depend on the household's technology, the goods prices, and the commodity
bundle consumed by the household.
We define the "implicit income" of the household consuming the
commodity bundle Z at goods prices, P , I ( P , Z ) , by

That is, I ( P , Z ) is the cost of the commodity bundle Z evaluated at the
implicit commodity prices. If the household's technology exhibits constant
returns to scale, then C(P, Z ) = y implies I ( P , Z ) = y by Euler's
theorem. Without constant returns, I ( P , Z ) # y ; the discrepancy
depends on the relative importance of increasing and decreasing returns.
When commodity prices depend on the commodity bundle consumed,
we do not believe that it is analytically useful to view the demand for
commodities as a function of commodity prices and implicit income.
Since the TC'S and I depend on the commodity bundle consumed, they
cannot be treated as predetermined parameters from the standpoint of
the household. I n Section 2 we showed that the implicit commodity
prices are independent of the commodity bundle consumed if the houseThe problem is with increasing returns rather than joint production. If the production
set R is convex, it is easy to show that the quasi-concavity of U ( Z ) implies the quasiconcavity of V ( X ) .With increasing returns, however, the production set is not convex,
and it may be so nonconvex as to yield a goods utility function which is not quasi-concave.
For example, suppose U ( z l ,z , ) = t i i Z t i i 2and the household's technology is given by
the production functions rl = x 4 and z 2 = x i . The implied goods utility function is
V ( x l ,x , ) = x i
xi, which is clearly not quasi-concave.

+

+
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hold's technology exhibits both constant returns to scale and no joint
production. We now show the converse: in the absence of fixed costs,
this is the only case in which implicit commodity prices are independent
of the z's.
Theorem: Suppose the household's technology is continuous, and
T ( 0 , . . . ,0, 0 , . . . , 0) = 0. Then implicit commodity prices are independent of the commodity bundle consumed only if the household's
technology exhibits both constant returns to scale and no joint production.6
Proof:
If implicit commodity prices are independent of the commodity
bundle consumed, then the cost function can be written as

Since the technology is continuous and T ( 0 , . . . , 0, 0 , . . . , 0) = 0,
C(P, 0) = 0, and, hence, C O ( P )= 0. T o complete the proof, one must
show that C r ( P ) is a unit cost function corresponding to some constantreturns-to-scale production function. A formal proof can be found in
Diewert (1972) and Hall (1973). Q.E.D.
Thus far we have focused on the conditions under which absolute
commodity prices, 71, = [aC(P, Z)]/Brr, are independent of the commodity bundle consumed. I t is possible, however, for relative commodity
, ) be independent of the commodity bundle
prices ( a c / a ~ , ) / ( ? c / a ~to
consumed, even when absolute commodity prices are not.7 An example
of a case in which relative commodity prices are independent of the z's
but absolute prices are not is given by the technology

where 4 ( X ) is a Cobb-Douglas production function. This technology
does not exhibit constant returns to scale, since doubling the x's does
not permit a doubling of the 2 s . With constant returns to scale, however,
relative commodity prices are independent of the z's if and only if
absolute commodity prices are independent of the z's. I n the light of the
above theorem, this assertion is equivalent to the following:
Theorem: Suppose the household's technology exhibits constant
returns to scale. Relative commodity prices are independent of the commodity bundle consumed by the household if and only if the household's
technology exhibits no joint production.
Muellbauer (1973) proves this result and discusses its implications for using the
household production function model as a foundation for a theory of hedonic price
indexes.
This was pointed out to us by John Muellbauer and Stephen A. Ross.

'
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Proof: T h e "if" assertion is trivial. T o establish "only if," suppose
that relative prices are independent of Z. Then the locus of z's satisfying
the feasibility constraint implied by (P, p) is given by

By constant returns to scale, if the comrnodity vector Z is feasible at
(P, p ) , then AZ is feasible at (P, Ap). Hence

for all 3.

> 0. Setting i.

=

1/p and solving for p yields

Hence, the cost function is of the form

and the household's technology exhibits no joint production.

Q.E.D.

For the remainder of this section, we shall assume that the household's
technology exhibits constant returns to scale. We have already seen that
it is possible to combine the two types of constraints facing the household-the market constraint represented by the budget line and the technological
constraint represented by the household production function-into
the
single constraint. T o d o this, we focus on the feasible set in the commodity
space determined by goods prices, the household's technology, and its
income. I n the traditional theory of the household which does not
recognize commodities, the boundary of the feasible set in the goods
space is a hyperplane whose slope reflects the ratio of goods prices. I n the
household production function model with no joint production, the
boundary of the feasible set in the commodity space is a hyperplane
whose slope reflects both goods prices and the household's technology.
As long as the boundary of the feasible set is a hyperplane, the slope
corresponding to one commodity bundle on the frontier is the same as
that corresponding to any other efficient bundle.
Consequently, these slopes or implicit commodity prices not only
reflect the constraints facing- the household but also code all of the
relevant information about these constraints; no further information
about technology or goods prices is needed to define the feasible set.
Confronting this feasible set with preferences, the household chooses the
best attainable commodity bundle. Since commodity prices are inde-
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pendent of the commodity bundle consumed, we can view the household
as adjusting its consumption so as to bring marginal rates of substitution
into alignment with the commodity price ratios determined by goods
prices and technology.
With joint production (and constant or nonconstant returns to scale)
the boundary of the feasible set is no longer a hyperplane. Hence, one
must be very cautious in focusing attention on the slope of the boundary
of the feasible set at the optimal point, since, in this case, the slope does
not code all the relevant information about the constraint faced by the
household. Specifically, commodity prices reflect the household's preferences as well as goods prices, income, and the household's technology.
Although commodity price ratios are equated to marginal rates of
substitution in equilibrium, the adjustment process takes place on both
sides; as the commodity bundle changes, so do both commodity prices
and marginal rates of substitution.
T o illustrate the difficulties caused by the dependence of commodity
prices on the commodity bundle consumed, consider two households
with identical technologies who face the same goods prices and have equal
incomes. These two households have the same cost function and the same
feasible set in the commodity space. If the technology exhibits joint
production, then the frontier of the feasible set is nonlinear and commodity prices vary with the commodity bundle chosen. Households with
different tastes will select different commodity bundles, and, since the
frontier is nonlinear, the commodity bundles they select will imply
different commodity prices. The unwary economist might attribute some
part of the difference in the consumption patterns of our two households
to these differences in commodity prices, but such an interpretation would
be highly misleading; the differences in commodity prices are a reflection
of differences in tastes, not of differences in opportunities.
T h e dependence of commodity prices on the commodity bundle
consumed makes it impossible to utilize the two-stage process outlined
in Section 1. Although the estimation of the household's technology is
complicated by joint production, it is still possible. However, the analysis
of the demand for commodities in terms of maximizing a utility function
subject to a linear budget constraint is no longer appropriate; commodity
prices depend on the commodity bundle consumed and, hence, on the
household's tastes.
If commodity price\ are not analytically useful for studying the demand
for commodities when the household's technologies exhibit joint production, where does this leave the household production function model?
There are two alternatives. First, one can restrict the application of the
model to those cases in which the technology exhibits no joint production.
Although no one can object in principle to restricting the model to those
cases, the usefulness of the restricted model depends on the prevalence of
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joint production. In Section 4 we argue that joint production is pervasive
when the role of time in the household production process is recognized;
this implies that restricting the application of the model in this way is
very undesirable. Second, one can argue that commodity prices are not
central to the household production function approach. Without commodity prices, we can derive commodity demand functions which depend
on goods prices and income. These demand functions are of substantial
interest even in the no-joint-production case, since we are often interested
in the effects of goods prices on the consumption of commodities; but
they must assume a primary role when commodity prices depend on
the commodity bundle consumed.
4. The Role of Time
The allocation of time has played a central role in most applications of
the household production function model. In Becker's exposition, the
household purchases goods and combines them with time in a household
production function to produce commodities. These commodities, rather
than the goods or time, are the sources of utility.8
In Section 4A we introduce time into the basic model with constant
returns to scale and no joint production. We assume that the household
can sell "time" or "labor" on the market, and that it can do so at a
single wage rate which is beyond its control and independent of the
commodity bundle which it consume^.^ Section 4B extends the model
to include joint production and nonconstant returns to scale. We argue
that when time is an input in the household production process, joint
production is the rule and not an exception because the input of time
into many household activities is itself a direct source of utility or disutility
to members of the household engaged in the activity. This is a type of
joint production, and, like any form of joint production, it implies that
prices are not independent of the commodity bundle consumed.

A. Time in the Basic :Cfodel
The traditional theory deals with the labor-leisure choice by treating
leisure as an argument of the utility function; we denote the utility
function by V ( X , T,), where T, denotes "leisure," or, more precisely,
The notion of commodity prices involving the wage rate are anticipated in the work
of hlincer (1962, 1963). .Although klincer focuses on goods and leisure (or ~vork)rather
than commodities, he Lvrites the price of a good as the sum of a direct component related
to the market price of the good and a n indirect component related to the opportunity
cost of time.
I n Becker's model (19651 there are many wage rates, and they depend on the commodity bundle the household consumes; also see Diewert (1971) for further work in this
direction. Jt'e ignore these complications to focus on others.
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time not spent at work. I n the Becker terminology, Tc represents "time
spent at c o n s ~ m p t i o n . " ' ~T h e demand functions are found by maximizing V(X, T,) subject to two interrelated constraints, one for goods,

k=1

and the other for time,
where A is nonlabor income, ZL the fixed wage rate, TL working time,
and T total time available-for example, 24 hours, if the period is 1 day
and the household consists of one person. Collapsing these two constraints
into a single resource constraint by solving for TLyields

where St is "full income." "
Maximizing V(X, T,) subject to this constraint yields demand functions
for goods and a demand function for "leisure":

These demand functions for goods and leisure are homogeneous of
degree 0 in (P, x,A) and satisfy the budget constraint and the appropriate
versions of the Slutsky sign and symmetry conditions. If we wish to
emphasize the role of full income, we can write the demand functions as
Xi =

hi(p, Le, S ' )

The traditional theory is often presented in a form which ignores the
labor-leisure choice and focuses on the allocation of expenditure among
goods.12 This form of the traditional theory is a special case of the full
traditional model which arises when goods are separable from leisure in
the household's utility function:

In the separable case, the allocation of total expenditure is independent
of the wage rate. That is, the demand functions for goods are of the form

' O Following Becker, \ve do not distinguish between "time spent at consumption"
and "time spent at household production."
" Follolving Becker's usage, lvhen there is a single wage rate independent of the
wT.
commodity bundle consumed, Lve define full income to be A
' This issue is discussed by hlincer (1963).

+
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where p denotes total expenditure on goods. Total expenditure on goods
is a function of all goods prices, nonlabor income, and the wage rate; but
the wage rate and nonlabor income influence the demand for goods only
through their influence on total expenditure. Thus, offsetting changes in
the wage rate and nonlabor income which leave total expenditure on
goods unchanged will not change the goods consumption pattern.
T o incorporate time into the household production function model,
we let t, denote time devoted to the production of commodity r and
2, = f '(I;, tr) denote the production function for commodity r. T o
find the commodity demand functions when the household's technology
exhibits constant returns to scale and no joint production, we define
commodity prices n = (n,, . . . , nm) to be the implicit or shadow prices
implied by the technology. With constant returns to scale and no joint
production, the price of each commodity is equal to its unit cost function

These commodity prices are independent of the commodity bundle
consumed, and we can write the budget constraint in the commodity
space as

Maximizing the utility function L7(Z) subject to this constraint yields
the commodity demand functions

or, following Becker and emphasizing the role of full income,

T o find the demand functions for goods implied by the household
production function model, we translate the utility function U ( Z ) into
the goods space. With each vector (X, T,) is associated a feasible set of
commodity vectors which we denote by S ( X , T,). We define a utility
function in the (X, T,) space, V ( X , T,), by
V(X, T,) = max C ( Z )

'

subject to z E S ( X , T,).
Maximizing V(X, T,) subject to the resource
constraint yields demand functions

T,

=

hTc(P,x,A ) .

l 3 Since the production set R is convex, the quasi-concavity of C ( Z ) implies the
quasi-concavity of 17iX,T J .
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These demand functions for goods and leisure have all the familiar
properties of demand functions for goods and leisure; they are homogeneous of degree zero in (P, x,A), they satisfy the budget constraint,
and they satisfy appropriate versions of the Slutsky sign and symmetry
conditions.

'

We saw in Section 3 that joint production and nonconstant returns to
scale substantially complicate the commodity demand functions but not
the goods demand functions. The same results hold when time is included
in the model. T h e analysis of the goods demand functions earlier in this
section made no use of the assumptions of constant returns to scale or no
joint production and hence requires no modification when these assumptions are dropped.' The derivation of the commodity demand functions,
however, did make use of these assumptions. Without them, the boundary
of the feasible set in the commodity space is given by the cost function
C ( P , te, Z)= p , where

subject to the technological constraint Z E S ( X , T,). Corresponding to
each comvodity bundle we define implicit or shadow coirlmodity prices
as the partial derivatives of the cost function
n,(P,

LC',

Z)=

i C ( P , LC',

Z)

iz,

and implicit income by
m

Unless the techno log)^ exhibits constant returns to scale and no joint
production, implicit commodity prices depend on the commodity bundle
consumed; without constant returns to scale, so does implicit income.16
l 4 Xs Becker (196.5) has emphasized, this formulation is symmetrical in its treatment
of goods and time costs of commodities, placing the indirect or time costs on the same
footing as the direct or goods costs. T h e role of the wage rate, h o w e ~ e r ,appears to be
more complex than those of goods prices because it enters both the cost function
C ( P , z8,Z ) and the resource constraint A
E T , since the Lvage rate is both a "goods
price" and a determinant of "full income." .Actually, the symmetric treatment of goods
and time can be completed by considering a household which has a n initial endowment
ofgoods as well as time. This yields a constraint ~vhichtreats goods and time symmetrically
on the income side as well as the cost side and emphasizes thr formal similarity bet~veen
endowments of goods and endowments of time.
l 5 This is not quite true. h quasi-c0ncat.e utility function in the goods-timc space is
compatible with only limited increasing rrturns to scale.
I h I n some studies, I rather than S' is defined as "full incomr"; ser, for cxample,
IVillis 1973;.

+

':
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As in Section 3, we do not believe that commodity demand functions
whose arguments are commodity prices which change with the commodity
bundle chosen are useful analytical constructs. These "demand functions"
correspond to consumer behavior under monopsony or tie-in sales, but
not to the traditional theory of the household as a price taker. Consequently, the relevancy of the household production function approach
to the allocation of time depends crucially on the assumptions of constant
returns to scale and no joint production. Under quite general conditions,
however, these assumptions are likely to be violated.
The major problem in studying the allocation of time in the household
production function model centers on joint production rather than nonconstant returns to scale. Casual empiricism suggests to us that many
household production processes exhibit increasing or decreasing returns
to scale in ways which are directly related to the use of time. Examples
related to set-up time, time spent assembling materials, etc., are easy to
find but depend on the particular commodity or production process
being considered. Hence, it is difficult to make a general argument
concerning the importance of nonconstant returns." With joint production, however, it is possible to make a general argument. T h e point
is best approached through an example.
Consider a model with two household production processes. For
definiteness, suppose the first produces a "home cooked meal" and the
second a "clean house." Each of these processes requires inputs of both
purchased goods and time. The time used in these actibities can be that
either of household members or of others hired to engage in these activities.
There is no need to modify the model to include the services of hired
outsiders; they are already included among the goods and their price is
the relebant wage rate. T o simplify the discussion, suppose the household
has only one member. Formally, we can use the household production
function model to represent the situation just described. There are two
commodities, z, and z,, which enter the household's utility function,
C(z,, z,). Each is produced by a separate production process. These
processes combine market goods, including the services of hired workers,
with household time to produce the commodities
+ j '(I7,, t, I and
Z 2 = f ,(I;,
t,,.
There is no joint production in this model, so there is no difficulty
treating the demand for commodities as functions of commodity prices;
howeber, we do not beliebe that the formal model is a plausible representation of the situation we habe described. In particular, we object

,;

" Rlluth (1966) argues that constant returns to scale are a tautological property of
any production process. Even if one accepts this as a metaphysical proposition, it has no
rele~ancyhere; what we require is constant returns to scale in (I;, t,,, the inputs which
the household can purchase on the market, not constant returns to scale in some augmented set of inputs.
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to the implied but crucial assumption that tirne spent cooking and time
spent cleaning are "neutral" from the standpoint of the household and
that only the "outputs" of these production processes enter the household's
utility function. A more plausible assumption is that the household is not
indifferent among all situations which involve the same output of home
cooked meals and clean houses but involve different amounts of hired
labor and household labor. Instead, we suggest that household time spent
cooking or cleaning is a direct source of utility or disutility to the household. Consequently, household decisions about the allocation of time
reflect not only production considerations but also direct household
preferences as to the uses of time.
Formally, the situation can be treated in the household production
function framework, but since household tirne spent cooking and cleaning
is a source of utility, there are now four commodities instead of two.
T h e household's utility function is then C , z 2 , r,, r,). We still have
two production processes or activities which combine goods (including
the senices of nonmembers of the household) and household time to
produce commodities, but these processes no\\, involve joint production;

,;

and

T h e commodities 2, and r, reflect the household time spent in the
production activities associated with Z , and z 2 , respectively.
With joint production of the type we have specified, the cost function
C(P,
Z ) assumes the form
=I,

C(P,

=I,

Z)

=

C1(P,

=I,

r,,

2,)

+ C2(P,

tel,

z,, z,),

where the superscripts on the cost functions identify the process or
activity rather than the commodity. Since the implied commodity prices
depend on the commodity bundle consumed. they reflect the household's
tastes as well as goods prices and the houseliold's technology.
I n production theory an entrepreneur has no inclination to devote
homogeneous labor to one activity rather than another except in order
to maximize the value of his output. 111 the household, time spent in
various activities is often a direct source of satisfaction or dissatisfaction
as well as an input into a production activity. This is a case of joint
production, and the household production function approach is not a
suitable framework for analyzing joint production. We conclude that the
household production function model provides a satisfactory account of
the allocation of time only for households which are indifferent among
alternative allocations of their time.
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5. Alternative Approaches
When commodity prices depend on household tastes, we need an
alternative to studying the demand for commodities as functions of commodity prices. O n e possibility is to regard the demand for commodities as
functions of goods prices, the wage rate, nonlabor income, and the
household's technology. This provides a suitable framework for analyzing
the demand for commodities when the household's technology exhibits
joint production or nonconstant returns to scale. I t retains the household
production function model's emphasis on commodities while dispensing
with commodity prices. But this approach is appropriate only when
studying variables which are the outputs of production processes. When
household activities can more plausibly be interpreted as directly producing a specific type of utility or satisfaction, the appropriate alternative
allocation of goods and time among
is to analyze the "inputs"-the
household activities-as a function of goods prices, the wage rate, and
nonlabor income.

A . Commodities as Functions of Goods Prices
Even with joint production or nonconstant returns, it is possible to
estimate the household's technology and construct commodity prices.
The commodity prices, however, depend on the commodity bundle
consumed as well as on the goods prices and the household's technology.
In this case, we believe that it is best to dispense with commodity prices
as arguments of the demand function for commodities and to treat the
demand for commodities as a function of goods prices, wage rates, and
nonlabor income. This has the effect of making the household's technology
a parameter of the demand functions, but we believe this is preferable to
building tastes into commodity prices. First, it is a conceptual advantage
to define prices so that they reflect the constraints facing the household,
but not its tastes. This is consistent with the traditional role of prices in
demand analysis, where they represent constraints on feasible behavior
and are independent of tastes. Second, prices which depend on tastes are
not particularly useful analytical constructs. T h e theorems of traditional
demand theory presuppose that the household is a price taker.
Formally, maximizing U ( Z ) subject to the constraint C(P, tel, Z ) =
A + telTyields demand functions which we denote by Z = g ( P , x,A).
These demand functions show the household's consumption of commodities as functions of goods prices, the wage rate, and nonlabor income
instead of as functions of commodity prices and implicit income. Technical
progress-changes in the household's technology-as well as taste change
will be reflected by shifts in these demand functions. Because there is no
natural correspondence between goods prices and commodity quantities,
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the Slutsky sign and symmetry conditions have no meaning for the demand
functions Z = g (P, u l , A).
The Z = g ( P , zl,
A) demand functions reflect the influence of both
technology and tastes, and, without explicit estimates of the technology,
we cannot tell whether variations in consumption are due to variations
in tastes or to variations in technology. T o argue that all variations in
consumption behavior should be attributed to variations in technology
because we have a better theory of technology than of tastes is logically
unconvincing. Furthermore, although it may be possible to explain
consumption behavior in terms of either taste change or technical progress, the welfare implications are quite different.

B. Commodities-

Technologv L'ersus Tastes

In the previous section, we suggest that in the presence ofjoint production
or nonconstant returns, the demand for commodities be treated as a
function of goods prices rather than commodities prices. I n this section,
we discuss the case of variables which should not be interpreted as
commodities and which are not suitable as dependent variables of
demand functions.
A fundamental problem in many applications of the household production function model is the need to assume that household activities
being investigated are production processes. If a household activity is a
production process, we call the outputs commodities. For example, the
commodity "heat" is produced by a furnace and fuel. The relevance of
technology for some situations, however, does not imply its relevance for
all. Specifically, in some potential applications, the variables being
investigated are not "commodities" (the outputs of production processes)
but rather utilities (numbers representing preference orderings). These
misapplications confound tastes with technology by interpreting specific
utility functions as production functions.
O u r point is essentially an applied rather than a theoretical one.
Consider, for example, the notion of "child quality." One approach to
child quality in terms of the household production function model is to
assume that market goods and time produce (perhaps jointly) a number
of narroxly defined child-related commodities. The vector of these
narrowly defined commodities may include variables such as verbal,
mathematical, and artistic skills, grades in school, and even the negative
I s I t might be thought that this difficulty could be described in terms of "measurability"; that is, commodities are cardinally measurable while utilities are ordinally
measurable. This, however, is not the case. Even the discovery of a unique cardinal
measure of utility would not alter our objection to the confounding of tastes and technology
in the household production function model. 'iVe believe, holvever, that some thought
should be given to the status of ordinal variables as inputs or outputs in production theory,
especially Lvhen unique indices are not Lvidely accepted.
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of the number of cavities. A second approacli, again using the household
production function model, is to treat "child quality" as itself a commodity produced by the household's technology. We believe that the
aggregation of the narrowly defined child-related commodities into a
single index of child quality reflects the preference ordering of the household and not its technology.
I n the household production function niodcl as well as in the traditional
demand theory approach, the household is maximizing utility rather
than output. In applying production theor! to the household, the household production function literature has not attempted to draw the line
indicating where production processes stop and utility begins. I n empirical
work, where direct measures of the relevalit variables are not available,
the two are easily confused.
For example, suppose that the household's utility function is separable,
the goods are partitioned into subsets such a s food, clothing. and housing,
and the utility function is of the form

'

where the V's are "specific utility functions." This is similar to a household
production function model In w h ~ c hno good is used in the production of
more than one commodity; it differs from the household production
function model only because the "outputs" of the specific utility functions
are not measurable.20 Hence, in the absence of direct measures of the
commodities produced by the household production function, it may be
difficult to distinguish between a production function and a specific
utility function interpretation of the houseliold's behaxior.
E\en if \ \ e haxe no obser\ations on the ploduction of commodities 13)
the household. we can still study the allocation of time and goods among
l~ousel~old
acti\ities. .Although Becker, in I l i \ seminal article "A Theory

' " Rccent papcrs which discuss the quality of chiltl~.enas an output of a production
process include DeTray (1973 1, Slichael (1973j, ant1 Willis (1973 r . For a criticism of this
approach similar to ours, see Reid (1973). Lindert ( 1973 presents an alternative approach
which foregoes calculating the price of a child and in>tr.adconcentrates on actual cost data
from budget studies. H e argues that the price of a child includes psychic l a l u e and is
thus not useful fbr empirical \vork. See also Gronau 1973).
'O l l u t h (1066, p. 700) suggests that the household production hnction model yields
"a utility function which is bveakly separable \\hen viewed as a function of commodities
[e.g., goody] purchased on the market." Serlove (197-1I quotes this \\ith approval, \\bile
hlichael and Beckcr (1973) are more cautious, suggesti~igthat the model implies that the
utility function "is separable in the goods and time usrd lo produce n gzreri cornmodiQ" (italics
are ours I . \\.e agree \vith hluellbauer (1973 1, \vho points out that separability is an extra
assumption, not a consequence of the basic householcl production function model. .A good
like electricity may be used in the production of nlally commodities \\ithout implying
joint production or nonconstant returns. T h e assertion made by lIichae1 and Becker is
technically correct, but the implication of their obsrrvation is that electricity usrd for
cooking and electricity uscd for heating must be trrntcci as t\vo distinct goods.
1
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of the Allocation of Time," concentrates on household production
functions and the resulting commodities, a study of the underlying
activity or input demand functions provides a feasible alternative."
T o study the allocation of goods a n d time within the household, \ye
assume that the household allocates both goods a n d time among activities.
Suppose that there are 1 activities ,and we let E', denote the vector of
goods devoted to activity r a n d f, denote the household time devoted to
activity r. We let (Y,
f ) denote the vector specifying the allocation of
goods and household time among activities. I n the household production
function model there is a vector of commodities associated with each
activity; in the example involving cooking a n d cleaning each activity
produced two commodities. T h e utility function L r ( Z ) enables us to
assign a utility to each activity-input vector,

\.\.here Z is the commodity vector produced by (E', t ) . AIaximizing this
utility function subject to the budget constraint

implies a system of denland functions for activity inputs. IVe denote these
input demand functions by

rri =

F r i ( P , re, L,i)

or, in vector form, (E', t ) = F ( P , zr', A ) .
Even if there are no observable outputs, we can still derive the demand
functions for the activity inputs as functions of P, re, a n d d from the utility
function ll'(E', t j . 2 2 T h e existence of demand functions for the , p r i
variables, however, does depend on our ability to distinguish the use of
good i in activity r from its use in other activities. Similarly, in order to
2 1 Onc can study the allocation of time without making use oI'hous(~ho1dproduction
function constructs (see hlincer 1962, 1963). .Although his theoretical discussion combines
goods priccs and wagrs into a commodity price construct, his empirical xvork enters these
prices separately.
2 2 Becker's analysis does not distinguish sharply bet\\een the household's consumption
of commodities and the allocation of goods and t i ~ n cxsithin the housrhold. I n part this
reflects his assumption that commodities are produced by a fixed-coefficient technology,
so that household time devoted to the production of commodity r is proportional to the
household's output of co~nmodityr . \\'hen the technology exhibits fixed coefficients, it
is possible to use the input of household t i ~ n eas a proxy fbr the output of the commodity;
but when the technology permits substitution of goods or hired labor for the time of
it is necessary to distinguish bet\\een thr input of household
household ~ n e ~ n b e rthen
s,
time and the output of commodities.
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study the allocation of time, it must he possihle to divide the day into
nonoverlapping activities. If this can he done, then the allocation of time
and goods among activities can be analyzed without the household
production function apparatus. In any case, the above condition is also
necessary for the household production function approach to be relevant.
Hence, a study of the allocation of time and goods anlong activities
requires fewer assumptions than does the study of commodities. I n
particular, it avoids the need to assume that a commodity is actually
being produced by a tecl~nologicalprocess.

6. Conclusions
I n this paper we have provided a critique of the new theory of household
behavior based on household production functions, and, in particular,
of its application to problems involving the allocation of time. Where the
new theory does not provide a viable model, we have suggested alternative
approaches.
The application of the household production function approach
requires constant returns to scale and the absence ofjoint production. If
these conditions are not satisfied, commodity prices depend on the
household's preferences, and therefbre fail to serve the traditional role
of prices in consumer theory; that is, they do not code all the relevant
information about the constraints faced by the household. Hence, if the
household's technology exhibits nonconstant returns to scale or joint
production, demand functions based on commodity prices are seriously
misleading.
When the production of a commodity involves inputs of the household's
time, the production process is likely to exhihit joint production. This is
t~ecausethe l~ousel~old
derives utility or disutility from the time it devotes
to each activity as well as f'rom the nominal "commodity output" of the
activity. Technically, the household time devoted to an activity is both
an input and an output, and, if the activity yields other comnlodity
outputs as well, the activity exhibits joint production. When the technology exliil~itsjoint production or nonconstant returns 10 scale, we
suggest that the demand for commodities he analyzed in terms of goods
prices rather than commodity prices.
The household production function approach has heen applied to cases
in which the variable under study may be more appropriately viel~edas
a utility than as the output of a production process. If commodities are
not being produced, it makes no sense to analyze the denland for them;
but we can, however, examine the household's allocation of goods and
time among activities as a function of goods prices and the wage rate,
provided only that these allocations are themselves observable.
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